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EDG ED into the base of a great
submarine ridge, the chunk of
glass shone dimly in the halflight at 110 feet. As I reached to
pull it free, my finger spurted a small plume
of green blood, its familiar red color filtered
out by the depths.
In the excitement of discovery I scarcely
noticed the cuti during the weeks that followed, such wounds would become commonplace. Each time my diving partners or
I cut a hand or finger while exploring the
bottom of that small harbor on the Aegean
Sea we were rewarded with another masterpiece of the ancient glassworker's arto
More important stili, we were rewarded
with priceless new knowledge of man's early
attempts to conquer the sea.
In this case the sea had conquered man,
though we do not yet know how. During
that first divè I was not even certain that the
remains of a ship la)' beneath me. I had been
shown the site four years earlier by a retired
Turkish sponge diver named Mehmet
Askm. At that time I was surveying Turkey's coastline for significant early wrecks, a
project organized by our Institute of autical Archaeology and financed with National
Geographic Society research funds. My
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Clouds of silt rise as a diver flippers along
a meta! mapping grid with a bulbous bottle

just plucked from the sea's treasury. Here, off Turkey's Aegean coast, archeologists
are reaping a bonanza in medieval glass from a 1,OOO-year-old shipwreck.
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I made a careful note of the site and the
partner and co-founder of the institute, Michael Katzev, meanwhile was conducting
discoveries, then continued with my surhis brilliant recovery and restoration of a vey, Work on other wrecks occupied the
next four years, but Serçe Limani remained
2,300-year-old Gree c cargo ship at Kyrenia,
in my mind.
Cyprus. * The 'e-'SeL reconstructed in KyWere the glass and the amphorae that
renia's C sader cast e, s iyed the Cyprus
conflic 0- 9- .;
o mishap.
Yùksel had seen simply jettisoned cargo~Iehme _~
d guided me in a charperhaps by some long-ago captain? Or was
tered boaa remote anchorage known as an actual wreck lying there? Serçe Limam is
erçe I irnans=-Sparrow
Harbor-off
a notorious for its treacherous winds, and
peni la jurri g into the Aegean north of ,there are several known wrecks in the area.
Y ùksel's discoveries might represent yet anthe '" d of Rhodestmap, page 772). There
other sinking, In the spring of 1977 I determy irie d Y- ssel Egdemir, acommissioner
mined to find out.
o: T ,. cey's Department of Antiquities,
e several dives while I remained conUndersea Detective Work a Gamble , , ,
- ed aboard the boat with a cold.
-There'- glass everywhere down below,"
With Turkish Government approvaI I asY- ssel announced, surfacing from the first
sembled a team of 20 outstanding Turkish
and American divers and scientists. Last
dive with a rainbow of brightly colored
shards in his hands. "You can't fan away the J une we set off from the Turkish port of Bosand without cutting your fingers. It's a drum with another good friend, fisherman
Mehmet Turguttekin, in three small boats.
good site, George, a really good one."
Anchoring our wooden diving barge inside
Subsequent dives turned up several amphorae, large day jars used to carry oil or the harbor, we built a camp ashore sturdy
wine. Their shape and character suggested a enough to withstand Serçe Limani's ferodate in the Byzantine period of Turkish his- cious winds.
My discovery of the glass chunk occurred
tory. After examination I estimated their
on my first dive, in company with Oguz Alpdate in the 12th or 13th century A.D.
òzen, also a commissioner from Turkey's
*See "Last Harbor for the Oldest Ship," by Susan
Department
of Antiquities. In addition to
W. and Michael L. Katzev, in the November 1974
the glass, we uncovered amphorae, seemGEOGRAPHIC,and "Resurrecting the Oldest Known
Greek Ship," by Michael L. Katzev, June 1970.
ingly of the type I had dated four years earAuthor George Bass, who has written two previous
lier. Though exciting, the finds still did not
GEOGRAPHICarticles (September 1968 and July 1963)
prove the existence of a wreck.
and produced four books, is professor of anthropology
"Do you think
(Continued on page 774)
and geography at Texas A & M University.
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1RACULOUSLY intact,
a delicate cup (left) and a
tumbler with engraved
Picasso-like lions (right) come
from a trove that has so far yielded
30 exquisite vessels of glass-all
resembling in decoration and
shape those of the Il th-century
Muslim world. Fragments of finished ware and chunks of cullet
suggest the cargo of the ship was
largely glass. Though presumably
. Islamic, her nationality is still uncertain because Greek-inscribed
amphorae and coins also recovered point to ties with the Christian Byzantine Empire.
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'I'urkey's marine graveyards
Often a caldron of savage winds, the
seemingly placid harbor of Serçe Limani (above, left) lured more than one
ancient ship to its death. The "glass
wreck" lies 110 feet under the diving
barge in the background.
o stranger to these waters, expedìtion leader and author Dr. George Bass
(right, in light-blue shirt) breaks for
lunch with his team, mostly Turkish
scholars and students. Over the years
Dr. Bass and his associates have pioneered many underwater-excavation
techniques. At nearby Yassi Ada they
excavated
Roman and Byzantine
wrecks dating from the fourth and seventh centuries, and off southern Turkey
a 3,OOO-year-old Bronze Age ship.

there's really one down there?" I asked Oguz
after we had surfaced and returned to the
diving barge.
"jn~allah,"he answered with a quizzical
smile. "As God wills."
I could only second the wish. Archeology
is always a gamble, and I was gambling
heavily at Serçe Limam. The cost of such an
expedition, with diving gear, compressors,
a recompression chamber for possible cases
of the bends, plus food and other equipment
for 20 people, is sizable.
To finance the project, I had staked funds
not only from our Institute of Nautical Archaeology but also from Texas A & M University=-the institute's headquarters-from
1-

the Corning Glass Works Foundation, and
from the National Geographic Society. Unless we found a ship along with the glass and
the amphorae, the funds could be wasted.
... And the Gamble Pays Off
My concern proved to be short-lived; on
the very next dive the gamble paid off. Following Oguz's and my initial exploration,
two longtime colleagues, Dr. Frederick van
Doorninck of Texas A & M and Ro bin Piercy
of the institute, went down to continue the
search. Within twenty minutes-the
limit
we had set for dives with minimum decompression on the way up-the two men surfaced with an air of excitement that I have
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rarely seen in all my 17 years of underwater
archeology.
"It's there, the ship's there!" Fred announced triumphantly as he and Robin
clambered back aboard the barge. "At first
we couldn't see anything but sand; then our
eyes adjusted, and we made out several amphorae and a lump or two of glass.
"But still no ship, until the very end of the
dive. Then suddenly there it was, almost as
if it had materialized from empty sand-the
definite lines of a hull."
As Fred talked, Robin had been sketching
in a notebook, and at length he held it up.
"The bow is here," he said, indicating a
spot with his pencil, "and just beyond it is a
Glass Treasure From the Aegean

ROM SODA, sand, and raw-glass
cullet comes an array of glassware in
this re-creation of a medieval Islamic glassworks. While his son stokes the firing chamber, a master glassblower moves
through four major production stages,
from left to right. First he inflates a gather
of molten glass with his blowpipe, then
shapes the bottom on a flat stone. After
transferring the bulb to a metal rod and reheating it, he opens the mouth with a
wooden tooI. Finally he places the ves seI in
an annealing oven, where it may stay overnight, attended by an assistant. His wife,
at right, packs selections of glassware for a
sea-trading merchant.
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pile of what appear to be iron anchors. Then
there's a mass ofballaststones and more amphorae. The stern is here, and in between
there's an immense amount of glass."
I wasastonished at the sketch, notonly for
its detail but also for what it revealed from a
single dive. I recalled the time I had worked
with a full diving crew on a Roman wreck
elsewhere in Turkey; it took three months
before we even knew which end of the ship
was which.
"Telephone

Booth" Aids Search

With our target firmly located, we spent
the next few days shifting the barge to a
point directly overhead and readying our
equipment for underwater excavation. One
of the most important items was our "telephone booth," a Plexiglas do me that could
be lowered to the seafloor and secured with
weights. The dome was equipped with a
telephone Hne and compressed-air hoses
running to the surface, so as many as four
divers could stand inside, dry from the chest
up, breathing fresh air.
Next we laid out a metal grid across the
bottom over what we expected would be the
area of the wreck. With the grid as a reference we could then map the entire site, pinpointing each item as it was removed.
For the initial reconnaissance ofSerçe Limam I had taken only half the team of 20,
and now the others joined us: my friend
Yiiksel Egdemir; Giindiiz G616nii, an artist
and professor from the Istanbul State Academy of Fine Arts; several members of our institute staff; and a group of young Turkish
divers from Istanbul's Bosporus University,
formerly known as Robert College. We were
later joined for a brief time by my old friend
J ack Kelley, chairman of the board of our
institute.
On my next dive I uncovered an exquisite
sample of what the wreck was soon to yield.
Gently excavating sand in my assigned area
of the grid, I encountered the base of what I
took to be a broken bottle, buried several
inches belo w the surface. So far in our brief
surveys we had seen only shards of glass,
evidence that our ship may have met a violent end.
As I probeddeeper, Iexpected to find jagged edges, but none appeared. At length the
bottle layfully
(Continued on page 786)
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ENDING
EVICTION
from his
home in an old amphora, a meddlesome octopus nicknamed Fred became something of a team mascot, despite
his habit of grabbing things from the
diverso Here Dr. Frederick van Doorninck
retrieves a fragment from the creature he
discovered (above).
Strewn throughout the wreckage, thousands of glass shards had to be pried from
the seabed. As a result, divers suffered cut
and bleeding fingers. But a greater hazard
in these llO-footdepths was the bends-an
often crippling, sometimes fatal malady
brought on by too rapid a decrease in pressure. To avoid it, two divers on their way
to the top with a morning's bounty (facing
page) pause at a decompression stop ten
feet under the barge. They gulp air from
hoses lowered from above as tbey pass regular breathing gear to the next shift.
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Piecing the puzzle
A little imagination-and
a turn of this
page-will reveal the profile of a ship lying
on its side in a drawing (right) of the
wreck site. Under an iron grid constructed
by the author and his party to enable
the precise plotting of every find,
the wreckage sweeps from
curving sternpost to forward
stem. The diver in the diagram
corresponds exactly to one
hovering in the photograph
(overleaf). Below him, in the
hold area, a glittering array of
glass fragments, representing
nearly 200 forms and a
- rainbow of colors (left) ,
was dug from the sand.
Downslope, to the left and
above deck level, an
assortment of amphorae
and other items suggests
that the ship may have
had a topside cabin. As
the vessel's configuration
"
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took shape on paper,
it appeared to the
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ARDENED BY AGES ofinteraction
with the corroding glass, seabed
sediment in a clear-glass pitcher
(left) and a jug (right, top) may require weeks
of patient effort for removal. Many objects
had deteriorated so badly that onIy the
impacted silt heId them together, but others
-like this pinched-waist bottIe (above)seemed to have suffered littIe.
Though the art of fine gIassmaking all but
died out in Europe after the fall of the Roman
Empire, it was kept alive and enriched by
Muslim artisans before revival in Venice in
the 13th century. But where in that vast IsIamic worId stretching from Spain to centraI
Asia these masterpieces were produced remains a mystery. Chemical analysis may reveaI, if not the regional origins of the objects,
at least whether they were all manufactured
by the same gIassworks.
Byzantine connection:
Used for carrying
oil or wine, the ship's numerous amphorae
(above) were Byzantine Greek. Bottlesin the
diver's hands, however, resemble those fashioned by Muslim craftsmen.
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(Continuedjrom page 777)
exposed,
miraculously unbroken. It was a lovely
piece of work rounded at the base and
pinched at the sides in an hourglass effect.
Not until Robin Piercy had photographed
the bottle did I lift it gingerly from its resting
place, only to find an even greater treasure
underneath. In the small crater left by the
bottle lay nested clear-glass tumblers, each
paper thin and engraved with gracefully
swirling patterns. Whether or not our ship
had died violently, it is a miracle that the
tumblers survived the plunge to the bottom
and the e entual collapse of the hull.
Discovery Rate Picks Up

That first discovery set off a summer-long
debate among members of our team over the
date ofthe wreck and the origin ofher cargo.
"These tumblers certainly aren't Byzantine," Giindiiz Golònu observed after a dose
inspection. "I would say they are Islamic,
not Christian, from the patterns. But we
need more samples to be certain." Gùndùz
tentatively estimated the date of the glass
around the tenth century A. D., two or three
hundred years before my own rough estimate for the amphorae.
As for further samples, Gùndiìz got his
wish; they began to come aboard the diving
barge almost daily. Our two commissioners
from the Turkish Department of Antiquities, Oguz Alpòzen and Yuksel Egdemir,
developed a standard routine when one or
the other returned from a dive.
"What did you find this time?" Oguz
would ask as Yùksel broke the surface.
"O h, just another of those boring bottles,"
Yuksel would reply; then with a wink he
would hand up another unique treasure.
The items ranged from perfect1y preserved specimens of glassware to those so
badly cracked or decomposed they were
held together only by the impacted sand that
had drifted inside them. My own assigned
area of the grid contained whole masses of
fragments fused together by sand and silt so
that they resembled an array of glittering
shark's teeth. Often I was forced to raise
these lumps intact, to be painstakingly separated ashore with dental tools.
Despite the risk of cuts and infections,
none of us wore gloves while diving. To an
underwater archeologist touch is often as

important as sight, especially when one is
working amid a cloud of sand and siit stirred
up from the bottom. Gradually we learned
from experience how to avoid serious injury,
but our hands always looked as if we were
excavating a brier patch.
Fred van Doorninck had an additional
obstade in his areaofthe grid-afeistyoctopus with a strong sense of territorial rights
(page 777).
"He's living in an amphora up by the
bow," Fred said after the first encounter.
"He tried to pull the plastic labeling tags out
of my hand." Then after another dive: "Now
he's all over my camera so I can't shoot a single frame, and he's trying to pull my watch
off. I think he considers us trespassers."
Eventually the octopus-whom
we naturally nicknamed Fred-accepted
us in his
private domain. Oguz even taught Fred to
come out of the amphora and follow him
over the wreck, changing colors like a chameleon as he glided from object to object.
We soon learned, however, that when Fred
turned a certain dark color he was angry,
and it was best to give him a wideberth.
On one occasion Fred's territory was invaded by an even larger octopus, a monster
whose den lay in some rocks above the site.
Descending from its lair, it spread its tentacles easily across a two-rneter section of metal grid and remained for a while, as ifto say,
"l'm the king of Serçe Limam." Neither
Fred nor we were inclined to argue.
Bends More Lethal Than Octopuses

A more subtle danger awaited unwary
divers on the wreck. At a depth of 110 feet
nitrogen quickly dissolves in the bloodstream, to be released in the form of deadly
bubbles if a diver surfaces too rapidly. The
condition is known as the bends, and a severe case can result in death.
I had set rigid diving schedules to avoid
the danger, but once, after a dive, Giìndùz
Gòlònù complained of an aching shoulder.
At first I thought it was merely tired muscles
from overexertion.
J ohn Cassils, our team physician, thought
otherwise. "Look," he said to me, "Gùndùz's shoulder may just be strained, but it's
possible that he has a touch of the bends.
Let's slip him in the recompression chamber
on oxygen and see if it helps."
National Geographic,
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J ohn

was right. Inside the chamber Giìn-

fu was artificialIy returned to the pressure

at sixty feet below the surface, and the pain
in his shoulder disappeared. Slowly we rerurned him to pressure at sea level, so that
the excess nitrogen in his blood escaped
harmlessly. Fortunately for Gùndùz, there
were no lasting effects. The episode made
even our veteran divers more cautious.
In thousands of dives we've made over the
years, this was only the second case of the
bends to occur, a record I am proud of.
Within the space of a few weeks we collected whole specimens or fragments of
nearly two hundred different forms and
shapes of glassware. The range and beauty
of their colors dazzled uso
"If these were all made in the same glassworks," observed Don Keith, a colleague
from the institute, "that glassblower had a
lot of imagination."
Whence Carne the Glass, and When?

Without chemical analysis, of course, no
one could really answer Don's questioni the
glass might have come from a single works,
from a small group of related factories, or
from sources throughout the eastern Mediterranean. In medieval times, as in the present, artisans frequently traveled from country to country, taking their favorite patterns
with them.
In many cases, however, the artisans
themselves merely worked the raw glass
produced by others. Among the ballast
stones in the midship section of the wreck we
discovered nearly half a ton of culIet-heavy
chunks of glass such as the one I had first encountered, which were melted down by
glassblowers to create a variety of products
(pages 774-5). The cullet varied in color
from blue and green to amber, often with
swirling patterns resembling taffy.
"They were the raw material of the glass
trade," explained Dr. Robert Brill, a world
authority from the Corning Museum of
Glass in Corning, New York, who paid a
brief visit to Serçe Limam. "One manufacturer of cullet might supply several glass factories, perhaps even in different countries.
Chemical analysis should tell us whether the
composition of your glassware and the cullet
is identical. It might also tell the originaI
source-Egypt,
the Levant, or possibIy
Glass Treasure From the Aegean

even Persia-and
whether a single glassworks produced the whoIe cargo."
To our treasury of glass we slowIy added
more prosaic items. From the area of the
crew's quarters near the stern of the wreck
we recovered an assortment of terra-cotta
cooking vessels, swords, Iead fishing sinkers, a set of bronze balance-scale weights,
and even a Iarge plate still heaped with
chicken bones. A bronze bucket bearing
Arabic script suggested that the ship's crew,
like most of her glass cargo, was Islamic.
In the end, however, the ship herself
emerged as the greatest prize. In her final
plunge she had come to rest at the base of a
rocky slope that had tipped her on her port
side into a bank of sand. The sand had protected that portion of the hull, including the
30-foot-Iong keeI, from shipworms that otherwise wouId have made short work of it.
Fred van Doorninck and Don Keith undertook to draft an exact plan of the hull,
and as it took shape we realized it was Iike
no other we had ever seen. Our young Turkish divers were unfamiliar with ancient ship
construction, so Fred gave them a short
course, using the pIan as his textbook.
Oldest Ship of Modem Style?

"Early Greek and Roman ships," he began, "were built without an inner framework of ribs. The hull was fashioned from
the bottom up a pIank at a time, with each
plank joined to the one belo w it by mortiseand-tenon joints. The ribs were inserted
afterward, thenjoined tothe hull, sothe ship
had no rigid framework to start with. It was
a primitive system and it made for a relativeIy weak hull, something you'd hardly want
in a storm or on a deep-ocean voyage.
"Gradually," Fred continued, "the system changed, as technology advanced and
shipbuilders gained experience. Eventually
they arrived at the technique still used today, constructing a rigid skeIeton ofkeel and
ribs, then adding the pIanks to it. It was an
evolutionary process, and in time made possible the great age of expIoration involving
voyages far beyond the Mediterranean.
"But when did the change take placer Xo
one is really certain, and of course it didn t
happen overnight. At Yassi Ada here in
Turkey we excavated a seventh-century
wreck that appears to have been a sort of
787
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OLORS DANCE in iridescence
across a silt-filled bottle found in the
stern area of the wreck by Yùksel
Egdemìr (above), a Turkish official assigned to the expedition. Like an oil slick
on water, membrane-thin layers of corrosion caused by chemical breakdown of the
glass split light into colors of the spectrum.
Also found in the stern were a delicate
mold-blown bowl (right, top) and a tiny
bottle (right, middle) of the kind commonly used for cosmetics and medicines
throughout the Islamic world in the Il th
century, A bottle with a design engraved by a grinding wheel (facing
page) represents the finest of the
ship's glass, most found near the
bow. In a technique still used today, some manganese was added to
the molten glass to render it c1ear as
crystal and free of color.
Fortuitous finds that helped the author
determine the approximate date of the
wreck, these glass balance-scale weights
(right) were traced to the time oftwo Egyptian caliphs who reigned successively from
996 to 1035. More than a dozen Byzantine
coins found near the keel were dated to the
same time.
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transition-it
was built in the ancient way
from the bottom to the waterline, but from
there on up it was of modern construction.
"That's what's so exciting about this new
wreck of ours," Fred concluded, holding up
the plan. "It appears to have been constructed entirely by today's technique, from keel
to gunwale. It's too soon to be sure, but the
wreck of Serçe Limam may just be the earliest known 'modern' ship."
Ship's Age Indicated

by Coins

With this new development the age of our
wreck became an even more vital questiono
We seemed very dose to a final answer the
day we discovered the coins.
They lay in an area alongside the ship's
keel, a dozen or more badly corroded copper
pieces whose imprint was still recognizable.
One side depicted the figure of Christ with a

K

ENIGMA, this s'Word
hilt has so far defied
regional dassification
by scholars, though its
decoration shows strong
Chinese influences. Most of the
pottery, such as this two-handled
clay vessel, also has yet to be
identified. But Arabic script
on a bronze bucket and a design
on a water jar similar to those
being cleaned with dental picks
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Bible in His hands, and the other bore words
in Greek.
"'Jesus Christ, King of Kings,'" Fred
translated. "It's a familiar type of coin, but I
can't remember the period when it was
minted-somewhere
around the tenth century or a little later, I think. IfI had the right
books, l'd know for sure."
Not long afterward Fred returned to the
United States, and within a week we received a cable from him, relayed from Marmaris: "COINS DATE BETWEEN 970 AND
1030, POSSIBLY 989 AND 1020."
At last we had a rough date for our wreck,
one that was to be corroborated later by still
another find. Among the ship's cargo we recovered four beautiful glass balance-scale
weights withArabic script(page 788). In ancient times such objects were used to weigh
coins and precious substances like gold or

(facing page) support the theory that the
ship is Islamic. Imitations of Chinese
porcelain, like the bowl at left foreground,
were popular throughout Islam then.
After the summer of 1978, when the ship's
timbers are to be carefully raised and treated
with preservatives, the adventure of
discovery will be replaced by tedious
archeological chores. Years of
restoration, cataloging, and research
may pass before the full history
of the ship is revealed.

.

gems, for the glass could not be sha ved down
as could metal weights.
By agreement with the Turkish Government all finds at Serçe Limam were to remain in Turkish hands, though we were of
course free to photograph them. On my return to the United States I sent the pictures
of the weights to Dr. Michael Bates, Curator
of Islamic Coins at the American N umismatic Society in New York. Dr. Bates confirmed my belief that the weights were
Egyptian and dated them in the same period
as the copper coins. Three were issued during the reign of the Egyptian caliph alHakim bi-Amr Allah, A.D. 996-1021. The
fourth weight was issued by al-Hakim's suecessor, between 1021 and 1035.
Next Riddle: Is Ship Greek or Islamic?
While the coins and the glass weights give
us a probable date for our wreck, somewhere in the early 11th century, they complicate the question of the ship's origino The
coins are Greek, and therefore obviously
Byzantine, but the weights are Islamic. So
are the bronze bucket and much of the cooking ware, suggesting an Islamic crew. But
then the amphorae bear Greek inscriptions.
Both Greek and Islamic ships plied the
waters between the centers of their ernpires-Alexandria,
Egypt, and Constantinople, the heart of Christian Byzantium.
Ships of other nations also frequented what
today is Turkey's southern coast. On voyages to the western Mediterranean, Islamic
ships often preferred to pay tribute to Constantinople for right of passage rather than
take the more dangerous route along the
orth African coast.
In an indirect way our Serçe Limam
wreck even has ties with the Far East. On
his visit to the site, Bob Brill, the glass expert
from Corning was accompanied by a specialist in pottery, Professor Frederick Matson of Pennsylvania State University. Examining our pottery bowls and cooking
vessels, Professor Matson pointed to the
streaks of glaze running down the insides.

I

"That's an Islamic imitation of T'ang
Dynasty pottery from China," he said.
"Trade with China dates from Roman
times, and ninth-century Chinese pottery
has been found in the Near East. Possibly in
return for Chinese pottery, the Muslims
sometimes traded whatyour ship was carrying-glass. "
By the end of the summer season we had
amassed a huge collection of glassware,
shards, amphorae, and other artifactsenough to keep us busy cataloging, restoring, and analyzing for years. Though it had
been a season of spectacular finds, the most
exciting discoveries will come from libraries, museums, and laboratories, far from our
unknown ship's grave beneath the sea.
Loading our treasure aboard the diving
barge, we prepared to tow it back to Bodrum, whose excellent museum had agreed
to receive it.
We had left one item till the very last=-the
amphora in which Fred the octopus lived.
Reluctantly we coaxed him out and brought
the jar to the surface for the possible clues it
might later yield. Oguz reported that Fred
had cheerfully taken up new quarters in a
sheltered portion of the wreck.
The Mystery ~ and Challenge - Remains
And there the hulk lies, under a protective
blanket of sand, awaiting the day when it,
too, is returned to the surface. With the hull
carefully preserved and restored, we will
learn a great deal more about its design and
construction, perhaps filling major gaps in
the historyof early shipbuilding.
With luck we willlearn our ship's port of
origin, her probable destination on the final
voyage, and even the route she took. The
crew's belongings and a reconstruction of
their living quarters may give us an insight
into who these people were, whatlife aboard
their llth-century craft was like, and perhaps how that life carne to an end.
To me, as an underwater archeologist,
such knowledge is even more valuable than
the finest glass.
D

GNITED BY A STROBE LIGHT, particles ofiron in a chunkof culletlight the
deep with a candescent green fire as Robin Piercy brings it to the surface. Nearly
half a ton of this raw glass was found in the wreckage. In some unknown glassworks it was destined to be melted down and fashioned into treasures offinished glass.
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